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My name is Kevin Mitchell, and my brother Erik and I have been professional investors 
for many years. Through our two companies, Direct Real Estate Investors and Strategic 
Real Estate Investing, we have taught thousands of Canadians how to increase their 
wealth and invest with confidence and knowledge. We are active investors, and our 
companies specialize in helping people invest in real estate in the safest most secure 
way possible.

After uncovering the truth about the financial industry over a decade ago, we realized 
that we had to find a different way to invest if we wanted to achieve our financial goals. 
As such, we have spent the last 7 years learning and perfecting a systemized way to 
invest in real estate…but enough about us. 

By reading this powerful information, you’re going to discover some eye opening 
insider secrets the financial industry spends billions of dollars every year trying to 
keep from you!  You will learn how you can make better decisions for yourself and your 
family when it comes to managing and investing your hard earned money – and you 
will also see why you need to begin learning new strategies for investing!
 

To Your Success,

Kevin and Erik Mitchell
www.bankconspiracy.ca

P.S. Please share this book with your friends and family!

This information is vital to everyone’s financial future. Understanding the real 
motivations of the financial industry and learning the many horrible aspects of Mutual 
Funds is literally the difference between enjoying a comfortable retirement, or a future 
of struggle, disappointment and pain.

Introduction

Dear Friend:
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What the banks get away with in Canada can easily be categorized as legal theft. If any 
individual Canadian or independent business tried to get away with the same things, 
they would be thrown in prison and locked up for years! 
 
It is very important as a country to have a strong banking system, so it makes sense for 
our government to create legislation that protects the Bank’s interests and ensures that 
they are operating effectively and efficiently. But what has occurred over the last 20 
years borders on (or should border on) criminal. The Canadian Banks are able to operate 
almost anyway they see fit and are able to hammer us hard working Canadians with 
fees, fees, and more fees. And when they aren’t hitting us with some sort of fees they are 
taking our money, giving us next to nothing for it (and in most cases actually charging 
us for having it) and then turning around and lending the money back out at a way 
higher interest rate! 

…And don’t even get me started on MUTUAL FUNDS!!!

The banks are making tens of billions of dollars in profit every year and all of this money 
is taken (or to be more accurate, stolen) directly from hard working Canadians. For most 
of us, we need this money to retire someday. The fact that we don’t have it means many 
of us will be working into our 70’s; and IF we are able to retire someday, we will be hard 
pressed to make ends meet. It’s just not fair.

In this book we will be discussing all the ways the Banks currently are allowed to 
legally steal from the Canadian people. We will also be highlighting what you can do to 
protect yourself from these evil corporations. Because we all need to keep our money 
somewhere, the banks are definitely a necessity. As such, we have to bite the bullet to 
some extent in our dealings with them. 

But there is one area where we can take back complete control and pave our own path 
to financial freedom…and we will be discussing the awful Mutual Funds Scam in great 
detail in this book. 

Oh and if you think you have the system beat because you are with a credit union or 
you have a financial planner or private company that invests in Mutual Funds for you, 
think again. The banks are the major culprit here but you must realize that the entire 
financial industry is flawed. They all benefit from the same laws and regulations and all 
make insane profits off the backs of hard working Canadians.

We hope you enjoy the read and learn some very important tips that will be vital to 
your long term success and allow you to enjoy the retirement you deserve!

What a wayto operate!
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For each and every one of us, there comes a time when we start to accumulate 
money. At a young age we start to get money for our birthdays, for doing chores, and 
sometimes we are lucky enough to find a few bucks lying around the house unclaimed. 
It is at this point where our dependency on the banking system starts. 

We all need a safe place to keep our cold hard cash and a bank is by far the safest 
option for doing so. As the years pass, we continue to realize that our relationship with 
the bank is very important to our growth. We need the bank to provide us with a loan 
for college or university, to buy our first car, and to give us a mortgage on our first home. 

Because of our dependency on the banking system, the Banks realized long ago that 
they can treat us however they see fit and all we can do is keep going back for more. 

The sad reality is that Banks, especially the ‘Big 5’ (Toronto Dominion, Scotiabank, Royal 
Bank, CIBC, Bank of Montreal), legally steal your hard earned money in every possible 
way. These Banks charge a wide array of fees for their services. They charge monthly 
‘account’ fees where you are charged a fixed amount just for having an account, 
regardless of how much you use it…and there is also a monthly fee for printing and 
sending you a paper statement. 

You’d think that these fees would be more than enough for these Banks to charge 
their valued customer but unfortunately this is only the tip of the ice burg as they also 
charge you for: 

 - taking money out of your account 
 - getting cheques, money orders, certifying cheques 
 - paying bills (even online where you are doing all the work and the bank   
  doesn’t have to pay anyone for servicing) 
 - transferring money between different accounts (even though all of    
  them are in your own name)
 - purchasing product with a debit card 
 - and even for depositing your hard earned money (more if you deposit    
  coins instead of cash)! 

Chapter 2 – Bank Accounts: Fees, Fees and more Fees
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Let’s take a minute to examine the situation. The Bank is charging you to put in AND 
take out your hard earned money. They then immediately turn around and make 
fantastic profits with YOUR money when it is in YOUR account! At this point you must 
be wondering what are they doing?! Well let us explain.

Have you heard of the fractional reserve system that was created in Canada? Well 
simply put, it was created to allow the Banks to lend out YOUR money while it is in their 
possession. It gets even better because it not only allows them to lend out your money, 
but also many times the amount of money you give them!!! For example, if you deposit 
$100, the bank can lend $1000 (or even more) back out in forms of debt. 

Which is the reason the Banks spend billions of dollars in advertising, fighting for
your business.

So what does this all mean? 

 1) Banks make significant profits charging you fees in every conceivable way when  
  you have an account with them.

 2) They take your hard earned money and then lend it out (to be specific they lend  
  out many times the amount of your account) through loans such as Lines of   
  Credit, Mortgages, Credit Cards etc. 

 3) They then charge the person who is borrowing YOUR money anywhere
  from 3-29%! 

 4) They pay you back nothing, or next to nothing, for your valued business (they   
  give you zero percent interest if you have a chequing account and next to
  nothing, less than 1%, if you have a savings account.

What YOU Can Do About It

Unfortunately, having a bank account is a necessary evil and all Banks charge similar 
fees so your options are limited. With that being said, there are a few ways you can 
make the best of a bad situation. Here are a few suggestions to keep more of your hard 
earned money:

 1) Get a bank account outside the 5 major Banks (like credit unions or non-teller   
  companies like Presidents Choice Financial because their fees are lower). 

 2) Limit the amount of transactions within your account to keep the costs
  to a minimum. 

 3) SPREAD THE WORD! Tell as many people as you can about the banking industry.  
  Knowledge is power and the more people that understand the situation the   
  better chance there is for change in the future.

Chapter 2 – Bank Accounts: Fees, Fees and more Fees

Sounds fair,

Doesn’t it?
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The government of Canada lends money to the financial industry (the Banks) at what 
is called the ‘overnight lending rate’. This ‘rate’ represents the amount of interest the 
government charges the Banks for issuing that money to them. The Banks will also use 
this ‘rate’ when borrowing or lending money between each other. 

The Bank of Canada is the one to set this overnight lending rate and it is currently being 
held steady at 1% (it has been at 1% for a long time). The problem is, despite being able 
to borrow money at this incredibly low rate, the Banks turn around and re-lend this 
money out to YOU at much higher rates (between 3-29%!) and make a TON of money in 
the process.

If you knew nothing about the banking industry you would think it would be safe to 
assume that since they borrow all their money at 1% that they would determine a fair 
interest rate to charge out (say 3%) and charge everyone this rate. But this is the Banks 
we are talking about here and their main purpose is to squeeze every last penny out of 
us, so of course it is not that simple. 

Let’s take a minute to examine how the Banks determine how much interest they are 
going to charge when loaning you money. 

Standard Loans/Lines of Credit

For standard loans and lines of credit, the Banks lend out money based on what is 
called the ‘Prime’ rate. If you have ever received a loan or a line of credit, it is usually 
based on prime plus a certain percentage. Typically the prime interest rate runs 
approximately 2% higher than the overnight lending rate (thus the Banks make at very 
minimum 2% on every dollar they lend out and usually more). 

The way the system is set up, the better your credit is the closer to prime the Banks 
will lend you money (only the best borrowers are able to get these types of loans at 
prime). Unfortunately, most Canadians do not qualify for these types of rates so they are 
responsible for paying much higher interest rates ranging from 4-20% on these types of 
loans! Again this goes against conventional wisdom as the people in the best financial 
positions are afforded the best interest rates and those of us struggling to make ends 
meet are burdened with much higher interest rates.

Chapter 3 – Lending Rates

Talk aboutbackwards!

Great for th
em...

but not for you!
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Mortgages

These types of loans are structured much the same way as the Standard Loans and 
Lines of Credit where the better the borrower, the lower the interest rate. The only 
exception to this is that mortgage rates are much less variable. Depending on the 
economic climate, the best borrowers are able to get a mortgage below prime while 
the weaker borrowers can pay up to 6% above prime, depending on the situation.

Credit Cards

Credit Card loans are of a separate nature all together. When used correctly (when you 
as the borrower pay off your ENTIRE balance each and every month) they can be very 
beneficial to you. Used this way you never pay a cent of interest for the money you 
borrow and your payment history will strengthen your credit score so you can qualify 
for better interest rates when applying for the other types of loans. 

Now, when you carry a monthly balance on your credit card these types of loans 
become the worst on the market! With credit cards you pay a higher interest rate (up to 
29%) and furthermore the loan is structured completely different than any other loans. 
The structure of these loans penalizes you for not paying the balance off. The longer 
you take to pay, the worse off you are and depending on the situation the interest you 
end up paying on a specific purchase can be astronomical. 

Chapter 3 – Lending Rates
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What YOU Can Do About It

Borrowing money from the Banks is something almost every single Canadian has to 
do as they continue to grow. We all have credit cards in our pockets, mortgages on 
our homes, and at some point, a loan to pay off for one reason or another. As such, we 
should do all that we can to make sure we are paying as little as possible to the Banks 
for lending us the money. Listed below are some great suggestions you can implement 
immediately.

 1) Shop Around – when you are getting a loan, competition is the name of the   
  game. If you are getting a mortgage, use a mortgage broker. If you are applying   
  for a traditional loan, go to at least two different Banks to ensure you are getting  
  the best rate possible.

 2) Delayed Gratification – when you are purchasing liabilities (a liability is anything  
  that you purchase that takes money out of your pocket each month such as a   
  boat,  car, jet ski, snowmobile, etc) think about going about it a different way.
  Instead of  going out and getting a loan to purchase it, put money aside each
  month until you can afford to purchase it without a loan.

 3) Build your Credit – the better you look as a borrower, the lower interest rates you  
  will be able to qualify for when applying for a loan.

 4) Never, Ever, Ever Carry a Balance On Your Credit Card – this is by far the 
  most expensive money you can borrow. Simply commit to paying off your   
  balance each and every month and never pay a cent of interest on the money   
  you borrow!  

 5) Pay Off Loans With the Highest Interest Rates First – this just makes sense but  
  too many Canadians pay off debts with higher amounts instead of paying the 
  higher interest loans. By paying off your debt this way, you will ultimately keep 
  more of your hard earned money.

Chapter 3 – Lending Rates
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In this section we will examine the biggest financial scam of our lifetime: Mutual Funds. 

The Banks, through these “Investment Vehicles” are robbing hard working Canadians 
blind! They spend billions of dollars in advertising every single year, deceiving us and 
manipulating us, making us believe that they have our best interests in mind. Despite all 
their efforts, the truth is they are heartless corporations with one focus and one focus 
only, to take as much money from us as they possibly can.

For decades, the government of our country has sat idly by and allowed these self 
serving corporations to operate any way they want. Even though these Banks, and the 
financial industry in general, are announcing record profits each and every year, our 
government officials continue to look the other way.

Well enough is enough! Its time we, the Canadian People, stand up and demand a stop 
to the madness. No longer can it be acceptable for the Banks to legally steal billions of 
dollars from Canadians while we struggle to scrape together enough money to survive 
after retirement.

And one important thing to note here is that, although it is the Banks that are 
responsible for the creation of Mutual Funds and the countless other forms of 
legislation that allows them to continually siphon money from us, they are not alone. 
The ENTIRE Financial Industry operates under the same rules and plays the same 
game, so don’t think for one second that because you have a financial advisor, or 
own Mutual Funds with a private company that you are immune to the theft. They 
all legally steal from you and are the primary obstacle you must overcome if you want 
to enjoy the retirement you deserve.

There are 2 different aspects of Mutual Funds that we will be discussing: The People 
that sell them, and The Product itself. 

The Salesman Approach

We want to start off this section by making one thing very clear, the people we are 
discussing in this section are not bad people nor are they the reason that you are being 
stolen from. They are the proverbial ‘Middle Men’ in the operation. They are hired by 
their respective employer and taught how to sell Mutual Funds to Canadians. Everyone 
needs to put food on their table and these individuals are using their job to do so. 

Chapter 4 – The Mutual Fund Scam

Amen!

The game is 
rigged. It’s 
time to stop 
participat

ing
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Chapter 4 – The Mutual Fund Scam

These people we are referring to are the salespeople of Mutual Funds. You might know 
them better as Personal Banking Officers, Financial Advisors, or Financial Planners, but 
in reality their area of expertise is sales. Their main objective is to convince you that 
they are the person you should trust with your hard earned money. The vast majority of 
them are compensated by commissions paid for the Mutual Funds they sell to you and 
if they don’t sell enough, they don’t eat. So their main job is to find new clients and sell 
as many Mutual Funds as possible. This in itself isn’t evil or bad, it’s simply a fact of life. 

The entire financial industry has been structured so that it motivates and compensates 
its salespeople to work at selling as many Mutual Funds as possible. If you look at the 
training programs and continuing education that is offered by the big financial firms to 
their salespeople, you will see that the emphasis is on how to generate more sales, how 
to become more effective in closing transactions and how to attract more customers. 

Considering that they are presented as Investment Specialists by the financial industry, 
you would think that they would continually be educated (or at the very least receive 
some sort of training) on the specific Mutual Funds they sell. Unfortunately that is 
not the case. The fact is these people have little to no education on these investment 
vehicles and most of them entered the business right out of college or university, with 
absolutely no financial experience. They are salespeople first, second, and third…and 
financial experts a far distant fourth (if at all).

Furthermore, the entire financial industry rewards these salespeople for how much 
product they’ve sold or the amount of profits they’ve created for the company. There 
isn’t a company out there that gives rewards based on how much money they have 
made for their clients. 

Now that we have established the true nature of these professionals, let’s shift gears 
and discuss how they decide what Mutual Funds to sell to you. 

The industry really has made it almost impossible for their salespeople to give honest, 
unbiased information and opinions when assisting you with investment decisions. Why 
you may ask? Well, because almost all financial companies are involved in both the 
manufacturing of Mutual Funds and the marketing and sales of those products. 

And guess who sells them? That’s right, the salespeople of that specific company. So 
how are they supposed to give you unbiased information and advice when they have 
to sell you very specific products (Mutual Funds that are created and managed by the 
company they work for) regardless if they are the best investment choices for you? The 
answer is simple:  they can’t. 

Shouldn’t their

job be to m
ake

you money?

Really??
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Chapter 4 – The Mutual Fund Scam

Furthermore, there are 9,000 different Mutual Funds, and only 3000 different stocks 
to be invested in! With 3 times as many funds as there are stocks, essentially all of 
these salespeople are selling the same thing. The only difference is that your personal 
salesperson will be putting your hard earned money into the Mutual Funds that are 
owned and operated by their employer. 

One of our friends worked a number of years for a large reputable financial services 
company in Canada and he has told us many disturbing stories regarding his employer. 
His experiences illustrate how the salespeople of the industry are incapable of 
providing you, or anyone else, with unbiased financial advice. Below is one of these 
stories that illustrates this fact:

 On a continual basis his company would call meetings with the sales team and   
 inform them of a new Mutual Fund they had created. During the meeting they   
 would discuss the compensation that was being offered (most times he said 
 there would be a higher commission on these new products to entice the sales 
 people to push the Fund) and stress the need for everyone to go out and sell   
 it. There was never any training provided, nor was there ever any information 
 given for these new Mutual Funds. Therefore, there was no way for these sales   
 people to know if it was good for the client or have any idea of the risk profile   
 of that investment.

Ultimately, his inability to provide sound, unbiased information to his clients was the 
reason he left the financial industry. 

The major point here is that the industry itself only cares about getting your money 
and being able to invest it for you. The more money they ‘manage’ the more they make 
and that is where the main focus will always lie. It is important to understand the 
investment salesperson that you deal with is simply a cog in the system. It is not their 
fault that your interests are completely ignored through the entire process, but at the 
same time it is extremely important that YOU realize the way things really work. 

And yet, the banks market these peopleas experts!!
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Mutual Funds are a type of professionally managed, collective investment scheme that 
pools money from many investors to purchase securities. 

Simply put, people invest their money in a Mutual Fund with a specific financial 
institution; that institution manages (purchases equities and stocks) the fund and 
charges an exorbitant amount of money to you, the investor, for doing so; and the 
remainder of the profits are shared by all the people investing in that Mutual Fund.

The industry has done an incredible job of convincing the average Canadian that 
Mutual Funds are the right choice (and for most of us the only choice) when we are 
deciding where to invest our hard earned money. They have been so effective at 
marketing these products that the vast majority of people purchase them without 
even realizing how they actually work. We, as Canadians, blindly believe the financial 
institutions have developed these products for our benefit and therefore they must be 
good. Man oh man is this the FARTHEST thing from the truth! 

Let’s take a second to step back and examine how these products are marketed to us. 
We will go through the so called ‘benefits’ the financial institutions are pitching to us 
and dig deeper to find out the real benefits of Mutual Funds…and who is the actual 
recipient of these benefits.

Professional Management 

One of the primary benefits the financial industry sells us on is having our entire 
investment portfolio “professionally managed”. Hey, we are all busy people and 
the majority of us don’t have the time to do the research ourselves so this is a very 
attractive feature, right? And beyond that, how couldn’t it be beneficial to have a 
professional taking care of all the hard decisions of what investments to purchase
and when? 

Unfortunately, having your investments ‘managed’ by the salespeople of Mutual Funds 
isn’t as great as the Banks make it out to be. By examining the investment history, you 
will see that 80% of the time the market outperforms Mutual Funds, after fees. So if you 
invest in a Mutual Fund, you can expect that, on average, the market will outperform 
that Mutual Fund eight out of ten times. If you are planning on enjoying the retirement 
of your dreams this surely can’t be the best way to get there, can it?

Chapter 5 – Mutual Funds: What they are and how they’re sold to you

That can’tbe right...Can it?

It’s about time 
you know
the truth!
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Convenience 

What about the convenience that these mutual funds offer? You are able to invest in 
a variety of stocks and equities with one simple investment. All you have do to is sit 
down with your investment salesperson, answer a few simple questions to determine 
what kind of investor you are (and as we all know a few simple questions can very easily 
determine how we want to invest…or maybe NOT), and hand over the money to get 
the investment started. 

How can it get any easier than that? The answer is simple, IT CAN’T! Mutual Funds 
offer a very convenient way to invest in a variety of different products within one 
investment vehicle. However, with anything in life, it is rare that the easiest way is the 
most rewarding. Think of it in terms of the food you eat. Is it convenient to go out and 
eat fast food every day? Of course it is, but at what expense does that convenience 
come at? The answer is your health!  And this proves true with your investments as well. 
So YOU have to answer the question: Is the convenience of Mutual Funds worth the 
deterioration of your financial future? 

Diversification

The other big selling feature for Mutual Funds is that your investments will be 
diversified. You get several stocks and equities spread across the market within one 
investment. This way you are not putting ‘all of your eggs in one basket’. 

The concept of diversifying your portfolio is a sound, intelligent idea…But when it 
comes to Mutual Funds, it is NOT the great advice the financial institutions make 
it out to be! Having diversification across a single market can be dangerous and lead 
to mediocre returns. As Warren Buffet puts it, “wide diversification is only required when 
investors do not understand what they are doing”. 

Wait a minute…if being widely diversified in the market isn’t a successful strategy then 
why would the Banks choose to go that route and then spend billions trying to fool us 
into believing they have our best interests at heart by doing so?  

 Oh the power of the almighty dollar….

The unfortunate reality is that we Canadians continue to purchase Mutual Funds 
believing we have professionals, who are sold to us as experts in the field of investing, 
managing our portfolios and making the right decisions in order to achieve the highest 
returns possible. Man oh man are we being duped!

Chapter 5 – Mutual Funds: What they are and how they’re sold to you

Don’t be fooled
!
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MER Fees Explained

The main reason Mutual Funds historically perform so poorly is the massive amount of 
fees the financial institutions charge to manage them! It is also because of these fees 
that the financial institutions continue to push the sale of Mutual Funds on you. This 
is where they make billions of dollars every year, (and at the same time provide their 
clients with terribly mediocre returns that prevent many Canadians from achieving the 
retirement they so desperately deserve)! 

The most damaging fee financial institutions charge you is their Management Expense 
Ratio Fee (MER). Have you even heard of an MER fee before? If not, join the crowd. 
The Banks go to great lengths to ensure this horrible fee goes unnoticed. This fee is 
to compensate them for their management ‘expertise’. It is a charge that is applied to 
the total amount you have invested in each specific Mutual Fund. This fee is absolutely 
crippling to the growth of your portfolio and is the main cause for the disappointingly 
low returns Mutual Funds produce.

How it works is each Mutual Fund has its own specific MER fee which ranges from 1-3%. 
The financial institution that owns the Mutual Fund constantly applies this charge and 
it is taken off your investment without you even knowing. Try pulling out your last 
statement and looking for the details of this fee. But don’t look for too long because 
they are not required to show you and therefore choose to keep it a secret. All you will 
find on your statement is the value of the investment after all fees have been deducted. 

The only way to determine the percentage of MER fees the fund is charging is to look 
through the prospectus, which can be over 90 pages in length and is very difficult to 
read. The language they use is very confusing and has a lot of legal terminology. 

Right now you may be thinking that a MER fee of 2.5% is ‘reasonable’ for them to charge 
considering how much ‘work’ they do for you. However what you may not realize is that 
this fee takes a significant portion of your earnings away over the long haul. 

Let’s take a look at an example of how this innocent little fee that no one has heard of 
decreases your potential returns by over 50%! For the purpose of this example, we 
will only use the MER fee and not take into consideration all the other Mutual Fund fees 
the Banks charge you. 

Chapter 5 – Mutual Funds: What they are and how they’re sold to you

At least they make things easy to understand.
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Let’s assume you have $100,000 ready to invest. You take that money to a professional 
who says they have the perfect investment for you: Mutual Fund A. Also assume that 
the investment earned an average of 7% per year and was invested for a 20 year period 
without being touched (because this is exactly what they tell you to do!). Without any 
fees the investment would return $286,968.45 in profit. That sounds pretty good 
doesn’t it? 

Now let’s look at what happens when we factor in the MER fees of 2.3%. Your return is 
reduced to $142,977.93!!! That’s 50.2% less money you will make because of this 
horrible MER fee. 

 Let’s examine exactly how this happens:

 

There are two important factors that cause your earnings decrease so much. First, the 
MER fee is actually charged on to the entire value of the investment, not just your 
earnings. So regardless if you are making money or loosing money the Bank always 
gets paid (Over 20 years, you end up paying almost $78,000 in fees!).

The other way your earnings are diminished is through lost earning potential. The 
Banks constantly take the MER fee off of your Mutual Fund investments and every 
dollar they take is money that can no longer make you 7% returns. Over a long period 
of time, say, 20 years, this makes a HUGE difference to the overall growth of your 
investment portfolio as you can see from the above example. 

Unfortunately, the MER fee is not the only fee or cost associated with Mutual Funds. For 
the purpose of this book we will briefly explain some other ways the financial industry 
makes money off of these funds. 

Chapter 5 – Mutual Funds: What they are and how they’re sold to you

Wow! How many 

extra hours are 

you going to 

have to work to 

make up for these
 

lost returns?!
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Market Impact Costs – These fees are charged because of the fact Mutual Funds hold a 
large number of stocks or equities. Therefore it can be difficult to sell all of them at once. 
As such, the fund may have to take a lower than market price in order to sell, which of 
course comes out of your pocket. 

Sales Charges – These charges are either applied when the investment is first made, or 
it is differed until you sell that investment. Approximately 75% of funds in Canada have 
either front-end or differed sales charges and in essence they are taking your money for 
doing business with them. 

Trailer Fees - Are incorporated into the MER and are basically how the financial planner 
or advisor gets paid for putting you into that fund. 

Brokerage Commission - This is a fee that is charged every time the manager of a 
Mutual Fund executes a trade by buying and/or selling investments within that fund. 
Because they get paid every time they by and sell, guess what they constantly do with 
the securities inside your Mutual Fund?!

The 3 Fundamental Flaws of Mutual Funds 

1) They Don’t Follow Their Own Advice!

One of the major flaws of Mutual Funds is the fact that financial institutions do not 
follow their very own classic advice of staying the course, no matter what the market 
does. The industry constantly states that you should be purchasing investments for the 
long term, using a ‘buy and hold’ investing strategy. If the market is down, wait for it to 
recover…and if it is doing well, enjoy the ride. 

This is why it was so strange when we found out that they weren’t taking their own 
advice when it comes to Mutual Funds. There are many studies out there that show 
the average mutual fund turns over around 80% of its portfolio each and every year. 
This means, on average, they trade 80% of the stocks and equities that comprise each 
individual Mutual Fund every year. So why would they do this? Because, like we stated 
above, every single time an equity or a stock is traded there are fees that get paid 
back out to the financial industry. And remember that these trading expenses are not 
included in the MER of the fund, so that works to reduce YOUR net returns even more!

Chapter 5 – Mutual Funds: What they are and how they’re sold to you

Are youkidding me?!
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2) Mutual Funds Have to Stay Invested

Another major flaw with Mutual Funds is the fact that they have to be invested in 
something even if there are no good products to invest in. Almost all Mutual Funds are 
mandated to remain “fully invested” at all times. What this means is that Mutual Funds 
are not allowed to hold a large percentage of cash in their portfolio. Unfortunately, 
selling the majority of stocks and equities and moving to a cash position would have 
been a great strategy in 2008 before the market crashed (and those investors that did 
made out far better than everyone one else during that turbulent time in the market). 
As a result, it should be no surprise that, according to the Investment Funds Institute of 
Canada, in 2008 Canadian mutual funds lost an average of more than 20%!

The market is cyclical, and as such has ups and downs. Wouldn’t it be nice to invest in 
something that doesn’t have to stay invested when a market crash is coming?

3) WARNING! Mutual Funds Appear Much Better Than They Really Are…

When choosing what to invest in, it is always wise to evaluate the historical returns of 
that investment. By looking at the past performance of a Bank or financial institution’s 
Mutual Funds, you can see how good they are at what they do, right? Not so fast! There 
is a MAJOR flaw when it comes to these historical reports: These institutions routinely 
close down poorly performing Mutual Funds and are allowed to stop reporting 
their historical returns!! 

Can you believe it?! So, in actuality, the historical returns that you are evaluating are 
the averages of that specific company’s ‘best’ Mutual Funds. The question is, how in 
the world is it LEGAL to operate in such a manner? This is exceptionally deceiving and 
leads people to believe that they are investing in something that is better than what 
it actually is. No wonder Royal Bank’s study stated that if you average over 3% 
returns on your investments you are considered an above average investor. This 
way of conducting business is shady and irresponsible and it is an atrocity that our 
government allows the financial industry to operate in such a manner!

What YOU Can Do About It

1) Stop Investing in Mutual Funds

Hopefully by now you realize how terrible of an investment Mutual Funds really are 
(and if you don’t good luck with your investing…). Unfortunately there is little we can 
do to stop this legal theft from happening across our country…
But the one thing each and every one of us has control of is making sure the Banks stop 
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stealing from us! The easiest and quickest way to do so is to stop investing in Mutual 
Funds NOW. Immediately get a hold of whoever is managing your money and book a 
meeting to discuss your investments (if you manage your own investment portfolio 
then complete the necessary steps to get your money moved). During the meeting let 
them know that you have been made aware of the Mutual Fund Scam and you want 
every single investment dollar you have invested in Mutual Funds moved. 

You must be prepared for a less than warm response to your request, and also 
understand that it is his/her job to sell these investment products. But considering the 
information you are now armed with, your Financial Advisor should quickly realize that 
their efforts to convince you to keep your Mutual Fund investments are a waste of time. 
A good advisor will understand your wishes and enter into discussions with you on 
alternative market investment options. If he/she continues to be pushy or gets upset 
with you about your request, it might be time to find yourself a new advisor. 

2) Get Educated!

One thing we can all agree on is that the world in which we live has went through some 
incredible changes in the last 50 years. This is why it is so difficult to understand why so 
many Canadians continue to live by investment strategies that were created over a half 
century ago. 

It was our grandparents who taught us how, as long as we work hard for our money, 
everything else will take care of itself. You see, their generation never had to worry 
about investing or making their money work hard for them because they knew their 
employer would take care of them after retirement (through the company’s pension 
plan). Because of this fact, they developed and supported the strategy of getting a 
good job, working your way up in the company, and eventually retiring with a nice 
comfortable pension. 

The problem is that today the reality of company pension plans has all but vanished. 
People are now burdened with the responsibility of growing their own retirement 
funds but have no idea how to deal with this challenge. Too many Canadians blindly 
believe that if they spend their lives working hard for their money that in the  
end everything will work out for them. The sad reality is that this just isn’t the 
case anymore.

Making your money work hard for you is the secret to enjoying the retirement you 
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deserve, and the only way to do so is to get educated! The great part about the 21st 
century is that information is readily available to all of us. There is a ton of financial 
information out there and most of it is delivered in webinars and seminars. It is your 
responsibility to go online and research this information, and then sign up for what 
appeals to you.

It is now our job as Canadians to take matters into our own hands and pave our
own paths to financial freedom. Signing up for and reading this informative book
is a reat start! But realize it should only be the beginning. Continue to push forward
in your quest for knowledge so you can make educated decisions about your 
investment future.

3) Achieve True Diversification

The Banks sell the idea of diversification as one of the best features of Mutual Funds. 
And achieving true diversification is a very sound strategy (especially when you look 
at the low market returns of the last decade), but like we discussed in the book, the 
diversification Mutual Funds offer is actually one of the reasons they are a terrible 
investment.

So how do you achieving true diversification within your investment portfolio then? 
Well to be genuinely diversified means to have investments both inside AND outside of 
the stock market. And what is the best way to accomplish this? By adding Real Estate to 
your portfolio. As discussed above, you will be moving all of your money out of Mutual 
Funds so there is no better time then now to get diversified. 

Right now you are probably saying to yourself ok, diversification sounds good to me, 
but how do I go about doing so? Well to tie into a solution mentioned above, GET 
EDUCATED! We have helped hundreds of people add Real Estate to their investment 
portfolio and there is no doubt we can help you too. Whether you want to invest in real 
estate passively (much the same way you have been investing in the market for years) 
or you want to go out and purchase investment properties yourself, we can help you do 
it in the safest, most secure way possible.

Through our two businesses (Direct Real Estate Investors and Strategic Real Estate 
Investing) we teach people how to make 15+% returns on their money using a proven 
and repeatable investment system! A few times a month we put on information 
webinars where we reveal our proven strategies on how to make a ton of money 
through Real Estate investing. Do yourself a favor and join us on one of these upcoming 
information webinars to learn more about how we can help you.
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Hopefully by now you fully understand everything the Banks do is geared towards 
making them as much money as humanly possible. Unfortunately, hardworking 
Canadians suffer the consequences of their unquenched thirst for profits. For decades 
now, financial institutions have been making billions of dollars off the backs of hard 
working Canadians and this legal theft has left, and will continue to leave, millions of 
people struggling to achieve a decent retirement. 

The Financial Industry has spent, and continues to spend, billions of dollars to deceive 
Canadians into believing that Mutual Funds are a good investment. And to be honest, 
they are doing one hell of a job in doing so! There is currently very little information or 
education on Mutual Funds and how they work. This book is our personal attempt to 
shine a light on the subject in hopes of creating a widespread movement. As such we 
really hope that you will tell all your friends and family to read through the information 
and get educated on the scam that is Mutual Funds.

It is our hope that this revealing look into the Banks, and more specifically Mutual 
Funds, will help you make better decisions for yourself and your family moving forward.

Chapter 6 – Summary 
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Where To Go From Here

If you are like most Canadians who learn this incredible information, you’re probably 
realizing that it is time to start investing differently! Like we have already discussed, one 
of the best things you can do for your financial future is to get educated, and then seek 
out investments that will actually allow you to achieve the type of retirement that you 
deserve.

This is why real estate investing is such a powerful investment alternative to consider! 
It’s been the investment strategy of the wealthy for centuries, and it is easier to invest in 
than you ever thought possible. 

The Banks always talk about achieving diversification with Mutual Funds but as we now 
know, this is an illusion. The truth is, as long as all of your investment money is in the 
market you have no diversification at all, and you are at the mercy of the volatile market 
conditions.

Watch your inbox for our upcoming Free Webinar to learn more about how you can 
achieve true diversification and financial freedom through real estate investing. 

In any case, we hope the information contained in this book will provide you with a 
new outlook on the financial industry and we wish you all the best in your investing!

 

To Your Success,

Kevin and Erik Mitchell
www.bankconspiracy.ca
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